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seen the petition fired U/s.43g of cr.p.c. seeking pre_arrest
bair by accused/petitioners Sri Nerson Narzary and Sri pranjar Dutta
apprehending arrest in connection with Tezpur p.s. case no. zr44/20
(corresponding G.R. Case No. 3466120) Uls aO6la20 of IpC.

case diary, as cailed for, has been received and perused the
same. Also heard ld. Counsel for both the sides.

The brief fact of the case is that the principar of Darrang
college, Tezpur received a compraint from one Sri yuvaraj Upadhyay with
an allegation that he was given admission to B.Sc. Biotechnorogy 1rt
semester by sri pranjar Dutta, Generar Secretary of Darrang coilege
students Union and sri Nerson Narzary of MSU president of rocar unit. It
was further aileged that there was a cash transaction of Rs.23,100/_ which
was received by the aforesaid accused/petitioners on the pretext of giving
admission. However, when yuvaraj Upadhyay came to the coilege to attend
his class, he got to know that his name was not recorded in the admission
register and on enquiry from the principar he came to know that the
admission receipt which was handed over to him by the aforesaid
accused/petitioners was forged one. The principar of Darrang coilege,
Tezpur accordingly lodged an FIR in Tezpur ps which has given rise to
registration of the aforesaid case.

on perusar of the materiars in the case diary I have found
that the investigating officer has recorded statement of severar witnesses
during investigation and has arso issued notice uis.41(A) of the cr.p.c. to
accused/petitioner pranjar Dutta asking him to appear before him for the
sake of investigation but instead of appearing before the investigating officer
in order to assist the investigation, both the accused/petitioners have
preferred the present application seeking pre_arrest bail.
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considering the overall materials available in the case diary

and the nature of allegation brought against the accused/petitioners, I am of

the view that this is not a fit case for grant of pre-arrest bail to the

accused/petitioners'

Accordingly, the prayer for pre-arrest bail stands rejected.

Let the case diary be sent back'

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of'

(N. Akhtar)
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